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Instructions :
1.

The Question Paper is divided in five Units. Each unit carries an internal
choice.

2.

Attempt one question from each Unit. Thus attempt five questions in all.

3.

All questions carry equal marks.

4.

Assume suitable data wherever necessary.

5.

English version should be deemed to be correct in case of any anomaly in
translation.

6.

Candidate should write his/her Roll Number at the prescribed space on the
question paper.
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I (Unit I)

(i)
(ii)
Explain the following in reference of Maya software work space by
drawing :
(i)

Maya user interface

(ii)

Navigating the viewport.
/(Or)
Shelf Explain

How to create a polygon sphere in Maya ? Write steps. How to store tools
and items in Shelf Explain process.
II (Unit II)

Explain given :
(i)

Block Modeling

(ii)

Volume of area light

(iii)

Any two modeling tools

(iv)

Symmetry object.
/(Or)

Light linking

Light centric

Object centric light linking

What is light linking ? Explain light centric and object centric light
linkage.
III (Unit III)

What is motion path animation in Maya ? Explain with suitable example.
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/(Or)
Story telling

Design

Composition

Explain what is relation between story telling and design. Describe composition.
(Unit IV)
Deformer

modeling

animation

What deformer ? Explain its usage in modeling and animation.
/(Or)
NURBS surface

Surface

What is NURBS surface ? How to rebuilding surface ?
(Unit V)

What are the different rendering engine available in Maya ? Differentiate
among them.
/(Or)
Maya

Ambient light

Mia material

How to use Mia-material with Maya’s ambient light ?
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